CHEMISTRY: ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY, BS

For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Chemistry, Environmental Chemistry Concentration

This concentration is designed to provide a background in environmental chemistry that is sufficient in breadth and depth to prepare a person to work as an environmental chemist in the public or private sectors and/or to pursue an advanced degree in the field. Students who complete this concentration will be certified in environmental chemistry by the American Chemical Society (ACS). The Environmental Chemistry Concentration is based on the Specialized Curriculum in Chemistry. Students will take a 3-hour, 300-level course in environmental chemistry and three 3-hour, upper level technical courses in environmental areas. These courses can be used as part of the required 14 hours of technical electives for the Specialized Curriculum in Chemistry.

Undergraduate Degree Programs in Chemistry

For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Liberal Arts and Sciences

• Major in Computer Science & Chemistry, BSLAS (http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/eng_las/computer-science-chemistry-bslas/)
• Major in Chemistry (Sciences and Letters) (http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/las/chemistry-bslas/#degreerequirementstext)
• Major in Chemistry (Sciences and Letters), Chemistry Teaching Concentration (http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/las/chemistry-bslas/chemistry-teaching/)

For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Chemistry

• Major in Chemistry (Specialized Curriculum) (http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/las/chemistry-bs/#degreerequirementstext)
• Major in Chemistry (Specialized Curriculum), Environmental Chemistry Concentration (p. 1)